THE VIKING REPORT
aka The Murrumbidgee River Trip by Bruce Nicholson

Friday, 12th February.
After travelling from a variety of various locations all of the motley mob of ten paddlers
arrived and assembled at about 2pm in the delightful little village of Jugiong. After packing our
kayaks by the Murrumbidgee River, we adjourned to the motel for happy hour and dinner, the
effervescent mood fuelled by the expectation of the paddle ahead. The young waitress was more
than a little confused when Ray ordered chops which weren't on the menu (a sign of things to come
Ray?). It was pleasing that our kayaks were to be babysat by a group of Canberrans who were also
heading downstream the following morning and who were camping on the bank. After a relaxing
sleep for some and a disturbed night for others - Max insisted on kicking his bed to pieces in his
sleep, while Bob chorused with the frogs - we all awoke early, keen as mustard to get paddling.
Saturday, 13th February.
As would be expected on the first morning, we were in the water and raring to go at 7.30am.
At a great rate of knots, we headed downstream and it didn't take long for Ray to assert his
authority over Jim, leading half the team on a short cut which resulted in much drama as Ray,
Margaret and Derek had an interesting time navigating the shallow rapids with the two former
getting stuck and the latter capsizing. It was a good lesson in the danger of travelling too close
together and we all took heed. Those behind decided that discretion was the better part of valour
and walked their kayaks through the race. It wasn't long before Rick spotted the first platypus and
by lunch, we had all had the privilege of seeing them in the wild.

When the distressed bleating of a sheep was heard, an investigation revealed Dolly the
sheep stuck in the mud and roots of a tree close to the water. Bob, in his element, raced to the
rescue and heroically freed little Dolly and after giving her a little kiss, she hobbled off, gradually
gaining her balance as she disappeared over the hill. Lo and behold, it was not much later, when
again the plaintive bleats led us to Mary the sheep, isolated on a clump of reeds in the river. This
was a more difficult rescue, as we had to swim Mary some distance to a spot where she could climb
the bank. Bob cuddled her tenderly, whispering sweet nothings in her ears, as we towed his boat
and his sheep down the river. His affinity with sheep was becoming quite obvious! A number of
foxes were seen in the morning session, together with flocks of corellas, white cockatoos, ducks and
numerous other birds. By 9.30 we found a lovely sandy beach, where we sat on the grass under a
shady tree for morning tea. Without paddling hard, we had made extremely good time and at 11am,
we had found our designated lunch spot an hour early.

Concern rose as time went by and Sue hadn't arrived with the car and more so when she
arrived as a passenger. Unfortunately her eyes were playing up and she seconded the motel cleaner
to drive her out. It was an extremely kind gesture by the cleaner and her husband and fortunately
Sue's eyes improved and she was able to paddle on the following day. Not long after lunch, with
Jim's guidance, we selected a dubious course through the rapids, where most of us connected with
a rock with varying degrees of force, with the rock winning the battle with Derek and Charlie,
ensuring spectacular capsizes. The real concern from this was Max, who insisted that his boat had
sprung a leak as water was dripping on his leg. We weren't sure how water dripping on a leg could
indicate a leak, but Max was sure his boat was filling. Consequently, we carried his boat ashore,
heaved it to the top of the highest bank we had seen all day and tipped it over for an inspection. No
holes were found. We struggled back to the water and an hour later, the bulb flashed and Max had
his solution. He hadn't emptied his water pump when he put it away and it was dripping on his leg.
Good one Max!! Many scoots and one capsize later (I won't mention names, Charlie) we arrived at
the bridge for the night at 3pm. The days paddling had been easy although creating many an
adrenaline rush with the rapids and scoots. Rays fastest recorded speed being 16km an hour. After
setting up for the night, a pleasant happy hour was enjoyed by all, with Derek providing another
capsize, this time out of his chair. It can be noted that his dismayed facial expression replicated that

seen on the water. Given the speed of our travel on the first day, we voted a later start for the
morning and that seemed to give Max and Bob an excuse to test the port late into the night.
Distance paddled - 35.0 kms at an average speed of 7.3kph.

Sunday, 14th February.
Despite our decision to start later on day two, we were still on the water shortly after eight.
As Jim was the designated driver, Bruce and Bob shared leadership duties. Again our boat speed
was fast with minimal paddling, very rarely dropping below 8km per hour. Bob decided to come
forward and lead the group just in time to select a path around some trees. Bob and Bruce
successfully navigated it, but when Marg, Derek and Rick all hit the drink, the remaining paddlers
were directed over another course. Marg got caught in the tree, which complicated her rescue a
little but it wasn't long before all were shipshape and we were on our way again. Later, on a right
angled bend in the river, Ray got caught in an eddy. He was the first into the bend and last out. We
thought we'd be leaving him there for the night! He was like a kid on a merry-go-round. Despite our
easy paddling, the Gundagai caravan park was reached before 2pm. It was here that Jim happened
to make one of his rare mistakes and booked us in for the wrong night. However, with a little bit of
rearranging, the accommodation was sorted out satisfactorily and Sue was more than happy to be
sleeping with three men. Maybe she paid Jim to make the error? A night out at the local excellent
Chinese restaurant completed another extremely successful day, although Derek got into trouble for
drinking too much wine that wasn't his while Sue gave most of her food away as there was just too
much.
Distance paddled - 31.4 kms at an average speed of 7.7kph.

Monday, 15th February.
We awoke on day three to another brilliant morning and again the wildlife was in
abundance. We hadn't paddled far before we came across more platypus and foxes. The abundant
birdlife was more than raucous, but a delight to have with us. Lo and behold we came upon another
sheep caught on the bank and this time, Bob manfully braved blackberries and barbed wire to save
the darling. Bloodied but proud he returned triumphant. It was interesting to note how everyone's
confidence had increased and all were looking for runs and were happy to paddle closer to snags.
The river was settling down with fewer runs, although you couldn't afford to lose concentration
because hidden snags presented when least expected. Whilst there were a couple of capsizes, it was
a pretty easy day with the 28 kilometres to the Lime Kiln Reserve being reached quite early. This
was a lovely campsite and we were all in bed early, after enjoying our usual happy hour bonhomie
and cooking our gourmet dinners. It must be noted that Ray deemed not to sleep with the masses
but walked some distance away where he found a dead tree in which to set up his camp kitchen
where he set up his Michelin starred restaurant.
Distance paddled - 26.0 kms at an average speed of 7.9kph.

Tuesday, 16th February.
Day four was another 28km cruise to Wantabadgerry where a pleasant area welcomed us
for another enjoyable but uneventful evening.
Distance paddled - 27.6 kms at an average speed of 7.7kph

Wednesday, 17th February.
Oura, Sandy Beach Reserve was the destination for day five. Some apprehension existed due
to the 42km paddling distance but again it proved to be a comfortable paddle with a good following
run, with platypus, foxes and bird life in abundance. Everyone was very relaxed with much more
chatting and frivolity taking place as we paddled. Consequently, concentration levels dropped and
Charlie took a bath when he ran up a hidden branch and was over in a flash. By 1.30 we were setting
up camp and after the mandatory swim (the swimming was great everywhere we stayed) we shared
happy hour with the Canberra paddlers. We had passed each other a number of times in the course
of the paddle over the preceding days and we had remarked that it was a little like the tortoise and
the hare in that we were travelling faster, but they still went past us at various times. It was then
that they said they had been calling us the Vikings, because when we all went down to our boats on
the first morning with life jackets and paddles in hand, that is what they were reminded of. The
Sandy Beach was a great spot to stay and the girls were particularly happy with a sit-down flushing
loo. During the night when all were asleep, Sandy Beach became a den of iniquity when Max decided
to share a bed with Sue. According to Sue he was repelled at the door, but there is no verification
for this. Max says he was lost in the dark? Bruce woke up cold in the middle of the night to find he'd
slid down his bed (which he'd overinflated) and was sleeping out on the grass.
Distance paddled - 42.1 kms at an average speed of 8.4kph
Thursday, 18th February.
The final day was an easy paddle to Wagga Wagga, with all arriving around lunchtime. After
a champagne toast to a successful trip, our gear was packed away and we adjourned to our

accommodation for a well earned hot shower and scrub. Spruced up, we went by bus to the local
Club for an enjoyable dinner and reminisce of the trip.
Distance paddled - 26.3 kms at an average speed of 8.1kph. Total distance paddled - 188.4 kms.
Paddling statistics provided by Ron.
Take outs from the trip:1. The river was a perfect height and the scenery magnificent.
2. The paddling was easy, interesting and with plenty of thrills and a few spills.
3. Galahs and corellas aren't endangered while platypus and foxes appear to be thriving.
4. Charlie and Derek have been banned from aquatic events at the Masters Olympics due to
their growing of webbed feet.
5. Bob is applying for New Zealand citizenship due to his affinity with sheep.
6. As Bruce's wife wasn't there he doesn't know who to blame for the crack in his hull! (Can't
possibly be his stupidity!)
7. Jim again organised another darn fine trip, enhanced by a great group of paddlers, and
we offer Jim our sincerest appreciation.

